WRITING TASK 2

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.

Write about the following topic:

Many people choose to study practical subjects therefore theoretical subjects will be no longer be taught in universities. Do you agree or disagree?

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own knowledge or experience.

You should write at least 250 words.

Education is a vital part of our life. In the past few decades, college schools have been incorporating practical subjects, on the other hand, theoretical subjects are being considered to be eradicated from the curriculum. In my opinion, I believe that academic subjects are extremely important for the future of posterity.

First of all, universities who offer both theoretical and vocational subjects will be recognized and become well-known. In present times, the youth desire to surpass the hardships of looking for a job as well as on what the future might bring. In order to be successful, it is more beneficial for them to graduate to a well-known school, for the fact that it has excellent educational system and therefore it will attract employers. Moreover, As the student population increases, universities will prosper and then, they will have greater chance of expanding and improving facilities and ways of teaching.

In addition, theoretical subjects play a pivotal role in the future. It should be taught in universities because in able to graduate with professional degree such as dentistry and engineering, academic subjects are required and essential in studies. Studying theoretical courses can be a key in opening various professions, and higher chances of better job prospects someday. It is believed that students who are molded with both subjects will certainly outbid those who graduated merely on vocational courses and will enjoy auspiciously the benefit of achievements and good remuneration. There is no doubt that graduates with rounded educational system is more skilled than anyone else.

Putting all the aforementioned reasons into a nutshell, Universities should allow theoretical subjects into their curriculum, to develop and create numerous professional degree holders and experts. With enough dedication from the students and right balance between theoretical and practical subject by college schools, graduates will definitely meet the challenge of the world.